Satellite control is considered as one of the most modern spacecraft technology. The main advantage of satellite is its ability to obtain a global look at large area of the earth's surface, therefor a system of three satellites in geosynchronous orbit can cover almost all of the earth's surface. This led to the application of satellites in several areas, such as communications by high frequency line-of -sight radio links, photography for meteorology, earth resources and navigation for aircraft and ships.This paper introduce the design and the computer simulate of the attitude control system for three axis stabilization satellite Keyword Satellite, Three axes stabilization.
INTRODUCTION
The satellite consists of two main part :-
The mission payload
The mission payload performs the mission of the spacecraft such as: communication, antennas, transponder, very high resolution radiometer, earth resources scanner, etc.
The main payload change from satellite to another depending on the required mission. For earth resource satellite; the primary payload is a multispectral scanner (MSS) which creates simultaneous image in four spectral bands; two in the visible frequency band (green and red) and the others in the infrared band.
The spacecraft bus
Spacecraft bus can be divided into six subsystems 1. The attitude control subsystem: which maintains the spacecraft attitude or orientation in space within the limits allowed, it consists of sensors for attitude determination and actuators such as thrusters and/or angular momentum storage devices to provide correction torque to overcome the disturbance torque's.
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1. The propulsion subsystem 2. The electric power subsystem 3. The thermal control subsystem 4. The structural subsystem 5. The telemetry and command subsystem This paper is organized in two sections Section 1 discuss the different types of attitude control of satellite and its theory. In section 3 the attitude control system for three axes stabilization satellite and its main components with the design for each component is described.
2-ATTITUDE STABILIZATION METHODS
The attitude control system use three methods for stabilization which are, spin control, dual spin control and three axes active control.
2-1 Spin stabilization:
Spin stabilization provides simplicity, low cost, high reliability, and long system life. The entire spacecraft is spun permitting fixed internal orientation. Gyroscopic resistance provide stabilization about transverse axes and thus resistance to external disturbance torque.
The disadvantages of this method are :-1. Sensor imaging is limited to line scanning obtained by spin motion. Only one axis is oriented to a fixed reference which has poor maneuverability due to high angular momentum of the spacecraft .
2. Ground assistance for momentum precession control is normally required .
3. Power efficiency is inherently poor due to solar array being located on the spinning body since half of the array is illuminated.
2-2 Dual -Spin Control:
As in the case of a pure spinner the major portion of the dual spin controlled spacecraft is spun while only the payload section is despond . Autonomous platform pointing about the spin axis provides for continuous earth viewing from the platform.
Also dual-spin control needs ground assistance for precision control. The main advantage of this system is that fixed internal orientation with scanning and pointing capability is possible.
The disadvantage is the limited growth potential due to the inefficient solar array on the spinner, also it is more costly and complex than the first control scheme.
2-3 Three Axis Active Control:
In the three axis active spacecraft control systems the major part is despond the payload is mounted on the main body which is controlled in attitude by either a mass explosion subsystem (jets) or reaction wheels. The primary advantage of the system is that high pointing accuracy which is limited only by that which the sensing subsystem can achieve.
Control law
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Of course the disadvantages are its high cost hardware, greater weight and power requirements.
3-ATTITUDE DYNAMICS AND CONTROL
Communication satellites require high pointing accuracy for the antennas so that it may provide the desired coverage on the earth's surface .
This requirement is achieved through an attitude control system which maintains the spacecraft attitude (its orientation in space) within the allowable limits.
A block diagram of an attitude control system is shown in Fig.1 The basic elements of an attitude control system are -1-Spacecraft attitude dynamics. In this study it is assumed that the spacecraft is rigid (which is not really true) of course, the equations of motion derived for rigid spacecraft will be modified for flexible spacecraft.
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3-1 Three Axis Stabilization:
There are two main types of three axis stabilization systems 1-momentum based system with a momentum wheel along the systems.
2-Zero momentum system with reaction wheel along each axis.
Define the three axis coordinate system as roll, pitch, and yaw.
The nominal " roll axis X " is along the orbit velocity.
The nominal " yaw axis Z " is along the vector from the center of mass of spacecraft to center of mass of the earth.
The nominal pitch axis Y is normal to the orbit plane.
In case of momentum wheel system, the angular momentum along the pitch axis provides gyroscopic stiffness.
Pitch and roll axes are controlled directly, while the yaw axis is controlled indirectly thus eliminating the need for yaw sensor.
3-2 The External Momentum
The external momentum's arises from three major sources . The gravity gradient moment according to reference [1] [2] is given by :
1-The gravitational gradient
0 solar pressure moment Ms into coordinate system Xo, Zo which rotates 1°/day is given by [ 
Where a is the orbital angle measured from spacecraft local noon.
3-3 Fixed Momentum Wheel with Thrusters:-
Using fixed momentum wheel with three axis stabilization neglect the need for an error command of attitude correction. The thruster is fired by on board control electronics automatically. The momentum wheel is nominally aligned with the pitch axis with the angular momentum vector along the negative pitch axis.
So, the angular momentum of the wheel is given by is the angular velocity.
The momentum equation is given by [1] [2] [3] h, = 0
If h is large the moment equation is
Which is the general equation of motion of three axis stabilization satellite from this we conclude that pitch axis is uncoupled from the equation of the roll and yaw axis.
3-4 Pitch Axis Control :
From the momentum equation of motion derived it is clear that :
In case of symmetric satellite l,,., = l" thus,
M, + M, = -
The pitch error 8 can be controlled by applying a torque proportional to the pitch error and its rate 0. Therefore changing the angular momentum of the wheel h this can be expressed by :
-k(T o°. + 0)
As Msy 
This is the form of famous second order system given by :
The block diagram of the pitch axis control is shown in Fig.2 Note that momentum wheel is intended to apply a moment to the spacecraft to nullify the external moment 
Therefore the open -loop transfer function G(s)H(s) can be written as
The root locus plot of this system is shown in Fig.3 The design point is selected to be the intersection of root locus with real axis (break in point), since the system is critically damped at this point ( 0 = 1 ) The pitch error is introduced from several sources, such as initial pitch error ,impulse moments from a thruster during desaturation period (to keep the wheel speed within allowable range )and during station keeping because of the misalignment of the thrusters, and cyclic moment due to solar pressure .
The parameters of the control system, such as Ko and To are selected such that the attitude error due to these disturbances are within allowable limits
3-4 The Roll -Yaw Loop Control :
Taking the laplace transform of equation of motion for roll_yaw channel gives The transfer function between yaw angle and the yaw torque is given by :
The characteristic equation can be written as . After every quarter period of orbital period the yaw and roll errors interchange. Therefor it is necessary to sense and control one error directly either yaw or roll and the other error is controlled indirectly due to the coupling effect.
It is well known for satellite designers that the roll error has a greater impact on the antenna pointing accuracy and it is easier to sense than the yaw error. The roll error is sensed and controlled directly and the yaw error is controlled indirectly . Several approaches are established for roll-yaw control [1] , [2] . In this paper it is decided to use the WHECON control system approach [1] . In this method the control torque is applied along the roll axis by control jet and it is proportional to the roll error 0 and the roll error rate c . The control jets are commanded only on or off so a modulator is necessary to transform the control signal to the on -off signal for control jets. The common practice is to use a pseudorate modulator. A schmitt trigger with hysteresis and real pole feedback produces a train of pulses whose average is proportional to the error and the error rate.
The control torque along the roll and yaw axes are given by : 
So to provide high damping and rapid response to disturbance input the values of T , are nominally chosen so that the system is critically damped. The thruster offset angle a is selected to critically damp the orbital frequency mode (02 . Setting t2 = 1 will lead to the design equation of a a = tan -1 2 V i'z a) °
Nh
The time lead constant , T , is selected to critically damped notation frequency motion setting E, = 1 will give the design equation for T The lead time constant t is selected using design equation Fig.6 The response of pitch angle Fig.7 The response of roll angle
CONCLUSION
A Controllers for both of wheel system in pitch channel and for thruster firing in Roll/yaw channel has been designed and tested using simulation program for intelsat-v modern system satellite.
